We present a generalized equations-of-motion method that efficiently calculates energy spectra and matrix elements for algebraic models. The method is applied to a 5-dimensional quartic oscillator that exhibits a quantum phase transition between vibrational and rotational phases. For certain parameters, 10×10 matrices give better results than obtained by diagonalising 1000 by 1000 matrices.
Equations-of-motion methods [1, 2, 3, 4] offer an alternative to diagonalization of a Hamiltonian to determine the properties of a quantal system. We consider systems with a Hamiltonian expressed in terms of a Lie algebra of observables, g. For a finite-dimensional irreducible representation (finite irrep) of g, both approaches give the same results. However, they become inequivalent when approximations are necessary. For example, diagonalizing the Hamiltonian for a system of n coupled harmonic oscillators, in a basis of uncoupled harmonic oscillator states, gives results that become precise (to within computational errors) in an infinite limit whereas an equations-of-motion approach, as given by the standard random phase approximation (RPA), is already precise in a 2n-dimensional space.
Problems of interest are ones for which an expansion of the low-energy eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, in a given ordered basis for the Hilbert space, converges slowly. For example, the low-energy states of stronglydeformed rotational nuclei are dominated by components from higher shells in contrast to the low-energy states of a near-spherical nucleus which may be dominated by the valence-shell states of a spherical harmonic-oscillator shell-model basis [5] . In such a situation, diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in a spherical shell-model basis is unlikely to give reliable results.
The proposed approach avoids the preliminary stage of defining basis states and proceeds directly to the determination of a matrix representation of the algebra of observables in which the Hamiltonian is diagonal. The approach has its origins in three previous developments: a variational technique [6, 7] for computing the irreps of potentially difficult Lie algebras; the double-commutator equations-of-motion formalism [4] ; and the equations-ofmotion method of Kerman and Klein [3, 8] . Thus, we refer to it as the RRKK equations-of-motion method.
Consider a HamiltonianĤ that is a polynomial in the elements {X ν } of a Lie algebra g of observables with commutation relations [X µ ,X ν ] = σ C σ µνXσ . We refer to g as a spectrum generating algebra (SGA), For eachX ν ∈ g, defineĤ ν := [Ĥ,X ν ]. The objective is to determine a unitary irrep in which each observableX ν is represented by a matrix X(ν), with elements
to be determined along with energy differences {E i −E j }, such that the sets of equations
are satisfied. In general, it will also be necessary to include additional equations to ensure that the representation is the one desired. For example, if the Lie algebra has Casimir invariants,Ĉ n (g), equations can be included to require that they are represented by the appropriate multiples of the unit matrix, c n I. Let F , a so-called objective function, be defined for a finite irrep of dimension N as the sum of squares
F cannot be negative and can only vanish when a precise solution to the system of equations has been obtained. Thus, for finite irreps, precise solutions to the above equations are obtained by minimization of F as a function of the unknown matrix elements of the observables and the energy differences. If needed, the Hamiltonian matrix can also be evaluated as a polynomial in the {X(ν)} matrices to determine the ground-state energy. The challenge is to obtain accurate solutions for finite submatrices of the observables, corresponding to a subset of lowest-energy eigenstates, when the irrep is infinite. Recall that a differential equation defined over the positive half of the real line, 0 < r < ∞, can be solved precisely over a finite interval 0 < r ≤ R, if one knows the boundary conditions at R. Similarly, when infinite dimensional matrices {X(µ)} are truncated to finite dimensions, their outer rows and columns provide boundaries and their entries can be adjusted to give accurate results for the matrices they enclose.
The concern with boundary conditions in the equations-of-motion approach arises because, the equations of motion for a subset of matrix elements
and, hence, X ik (µ) matrix elements with k > N . This concern can be resolved as follows: because the matrix elements connecting lowest-energy states are of most interest, we apply a weighting factor w ij = 1/[(i + 1)(j + 1)] to the expressions that should vanish for an exact solution; i.e., redefine the objective function to be minimized as
We also make the approximation
and corresponding approximations for the evaluation of f ij (ν) and the matrix elements of Casimir invariants.
Minimization of the objective function is then carried out iteratively starting from a first guess. Thus, a simple physical model of the system can be used to provide a (possibly inconsistent) first guess which can then be made accurate by the equations-of-motion method.
To illustrate, consider a Hamiltonian, of relevance in the nuclear collective model [9, 10, 11] ,
for an object in a five-dimensional Euclidean space; β is a radial coordinate in harmonic oscillator units, ∇ 2 the Laplacian, and M is a dimensionless mass parameter. Such a Hamiltonian is of general interest as a model of a system with two phases: when α < 0.5, the potential
has a spherical minimum (at β 0 = 0); and when α > 0.5, it has a minimum given by β 2 0 = (2α − 1)/2α. It is invariant under the group of SO(5) rotations in the fivedimensional space. Thus, its eigenfunctions are products of β wave functions and SO(5) spherical harmonics. For a state of SO(5) angular momentum v, the β wave function is an eigenfunction of the radial component ofĤ α
(10) This radial Hamiltonian can be expressed [12] in terms of an su(1,1) Lie algebra spanned bŷ
In terms of su(1,1) raising and lowering operators,
which satisfy the commutation relations
we obtain
For states of SO (5) angular momentum v, the su(1,1) Casimir invariant
takes the value
To start the minimization process, a first guess is provided for small α (compared to the critical value α c = 0.5) by the RPA that retains only quadratic terms in a Taylor expansion of the Hamiltonian. In the present example, this amounts to dropping the quartic term in the potential and making the approximation
For large α, the HamiltonianĤ
α can be approximated by its asymptotic limit, obtained from a Taylor expansion of V α (β) about its minimum V α (β 0 ),
(18) This approximation becomes precise as α → ∞ or, for α > 0.5, as M → ∞. The physical content of these two limiting solutions is clear. The first is that of a spherical harmonic vibrator. The second is that of a rotor in a five-dimensional space, with moment of inertia M β 2 0 , coupled to a harmonic radial β-vibrator. Thus, with the substitution
the asymptotic Hamiltonian is given bŷ
Corresponding approximations for the su(1,1) operators are given bŷ
These approximations, provide first guesses for α < 0.5 − δ and α > 0.5 + δ respectively. In the transition region, |α − 0.5| ≤ δ, one can proceed in steps using the results of one calculation as a first guess for the next. Before presenting results, it is instructive to consider what would be required for accurate results by diagonalization methods. least 420 basis states, for α = 2.0, and 510 basis states, for α = 10.0, would be needed for the ground-state wave function. More basis states would be required for excited states. However, because the equations-of-motion approach does not use a predetermined basis, it is possible to obtain accurate values for energy eigenvalues for low-energy states and matrix elements in a basis of energy eigenstates with much smaller matrices. The number of unknowns to be determined is reduced by exploiting the fact thatŜ Table I . Numerically precise reference results were obtained by diagonalizing very large Hamiltonian matrices in the spherical harmonic basis. Typical computation times to obtain the result shown ranged from a few seconds to tens of seconds, achieving minimum values of F ′ ∼ 10 −20 . A satisfying feature of the equations-of-motion approach is that its advantages over conventional diagonalization are most pronounced for large values of M for which the diagonalization approach is most slowly convergent. Worst case scenarios for the equations-of-motion approach are when M is small and α is large and when M is large and α = 0.5. In the former case, the vibrational fluctuations about the equilibrium deformation are large, and in the latter case the critical point, α = 0.5, is highly singular. Even though the time taken to reach a minimum in such situations may be long, the results are invariably accurate. It is also noteworthy that, in the absense of good starting guesses, it is always possible to progress in steps from previously found solutions.
For the present model, it so happens that the α = 0.5 results are among the easiest to obtain for any value of M . This is because of a critical point scaling symmetry [13] which means that if the results are known for one value of M they can simply be inferred for any M . For example, the Hamiltonian at α = 0.5 can be expressed
withβ = M 1/3 β. Thus, the energy-level spectrum of H 0.5 is independent of M to within an M −1/3 scale factor. Table II gives an indication of the accuracy obtainable, for states of interest, by equations-of-motion calculations. It compares excitation energies for the Hamiltonian,Ĥ α with α = 2, v = 2, and M = 50, obtained for various subspace dimensions with those of precise calculations. Even a calculation with N = 4 gives accurately the first excitation energy to better than one part in 10
6 . This numerical accuracy is sustained for calculated energies up to the N − 3 level. Table III It is instructive to note that the domains in which the diagonalization and equations-of-motion are most successful tend to be complementary. Matrix diagonalization is often faster. However, it requires much larger matrices and substantial extra work to set up the initial matrices and interpret the results in a given basis. In contrast, the equations-of-motion method, directly computes the matrices of all observables in the physically relevant basis of energy eigenstates. The advantages of the equations-of-motion are most evident for states of α ≫ 0.5 and large M . This is when states are beginning to approach their asymptotic dynamical symmetry limits. For example, for v = 2, α = 50, and M = 5000, one can obtain all the spectroscopic properties of the m = 8 lowest states in 93 s, using N = 10. Similar accuracy was only achieved by diagonalizing larger than 1500 × 1500 matrices and took 250 s on the same computer. If one adds in the time taken to compute the matrices of Hamiltonian and other observables in a predefined basis, the equations-of-motion method wins hands down in such a situation. These advantages of the RRKK approach are expected to be more pronounced for systems with many degrees of freedom but relatively simple SGA's.
An attractive property of the RRKK approach is that it makes it possible to start from a simple approximation and make it precise. Thus, the RRKK equations are particularly relevant for the description of systems that exhibit quantum phase transitions with variation of parameters, as this letter demonstrates. A natural possibility is to start with a mean field description of a phase transition and, on either side of the critical point, to use the RRKK equations of motion to add the fluctuation contributions that are missing in the mean field treatment.
